
 

TECHNICAL REPORT 

Date: September 1, 2014 

RST - TECHNICIAN RETURNS 

Model: 
Xiaomi Mi 3 16GB (Metallic Gray)  

UID: 
LPH183ad9 

SKU: 
MI287ELACU3SANPH-181254 

Order No. 
308229466 

IMEI: 
865072024913033 

REPORTED PROBLEM: 
Does not turn on blinks red 

PHYSICAL INSPECTION: 
Broken Seal / Already used / Dent and scratches at the bottom part of the unit in both corners. 

  
 

DIAGNOSIS: 
Upon diagnosis and testing the units found to have a battery drain problem. 

Testing Made: 
 

1. Power on test. Unit able to power on and off, no hang up and no auto shutdown encountered. 
2. Passed Battery test, Unit has a normal Battery life. Charging capacity is working normal and able 

to charge the unit into its full charge status. 
3. Bench mark test. Passed bench mark testing, processing and memory function working properly. 
4. Network test. Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, tethering, 3G and mobile network are all working properly. 
5. Sim card Function. Able to read sim card from different Philippines networks (smart, globe and 

sun) postpaid and prepaid sim card. Call and messages function, able to send and received 
message, received incoming calls and able to make outgoing calls. 

6. LCD test. LCD resolution is normal, no lines, and no pixelated or blot spot found. 



7. Peripherals test. Audio port, USB port and charging port are all working properly. 
8. Media test. Able to captured pictures using front and back camera no pixelated and camera 

noise encountered. Able to view pictures and play music and videos with different file formats 
from a low quality up to a higher quality. 

9. The Speaker of the unit is working properly, sound is normal, no distorted sound and no 
infrequently sound encountered. 

10. Browsing and Gaming test. Able to search from different web pages, view and downloads file 
from the webpage. Able to download games from Google play store and able to play games with 
no lag or hang up encountered. 

 
 
Recommendation: 
Battery Management (increase battery life) 
 

o Use the mobile phone daily. 
o Charge the device regularly and fully. 
o Do not let the battery drain into 0%. The unit may already be charged when it reaches 10-

15%. 
o Never overcharge the battery/device for a long period. 
o Always keep the battery/device from heat or magnetic devices 

 
 

Conclusion:  
Unit is tested good, passed in all testing made. All peripherals and accessories check; no defect 
found.  

 

Thank you,  

 

Virgilio Punla 
Technical Engineer 
Lazada Philippines 


